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Entity

Entity
(With no attributes)

Entity
(**attribute fields with 
columns and variable 
number of rows)

Entity
(**attribute fields with 
columns)

Entity
(*With attributes field)

A person, place or thing about which we want to collect and store multiple instances of data. It has attributes which describe the data we 
are interested in storing. It also has an identifier, which uniquely identifies one instance of an entity. The attribute which acts as the 
identifier is marked with an asterisk/key.

*This is the Entity type relevant for QlikView associative models.
** These are for more complex dimensional modelling set ups and are not needed to understand 
relationships between entities are read into QlikView.
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*Strong Relationship

• Child entity's existence is 
dependent on parent

• Primary Key of child entity 
contains Primary Key of parent 
entity

**Weak Relationship

• Entity's existence is independent of 
other entities

• Primary Key of child entity doesn’t 
contain Primary Key of parent entity

Relationships

Illustrates an association between two entities. It also has cardinality and modality.

* A QlikView data model needs strong relationships in order to create associations. 
** This will make it either a data island or a loosely coupled table/circular references as the true path of association is 
non existent or unclear. 
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Relationships

Zero or Many

One or Many

One and only one

Zero or one

In some diagrams, the dash that represents one may be omitted, one is assumed unless otherwise stated (with a zero circle).  
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Cardinality

Maximum number of 
times an instance in one 
entity can be associated 
with instances in another 
entity. This is always on 
the outside.

Modality

Minimum number of 
times an instance in one 
entity can be associated 
with instances in another 
entity. This is always on 
the inside.

Max = many
Min = one

Max = one
Min = zero

Cardinality and modality are indicated at both ends of the relationship line. Once this has been done, the relationships 
are read as being 1 to 1 (1:1), 1 to many (1:M), or many to many (M:M).
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Many to One

M:1

M:1

M:1

M:1

Flipping any of these around would 
make them one to many. 

Many to Many

Flipping the last one around would also 
make it many to many. 

One to One

Relationship types

M:M

M:M

M:M

Flipping the first one around would also 
make it one to one. 

1:1

1:1
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Example A doctor can be scheduled for many appointments, but 
may not have any scheduled at all. 

Each appointment is scheduled with exactly 1 doctor. 

A patient can schedule 1 or more appointments. 

One appointment is scheduled with exactly 1 patient. 

An appointment must generate exactly 1 bill, a bill is 
generated by only 1 appointment. 

One payment is applied to exactly 1 bill, and 1 bill can 
be paid off over time by several payments. 

A bill can be outstanding, having nothing yet paid on it 
at all. 

One patient can make many payments, but a single 
payment is made by only 1 patient. 

Some patients are insured by an insurance company. 

If they are insured, they can only carry insurance with 
one company. 

An insurance company can have many patients carry 
their policies. 

For patients that carry insurance, the insurance 
company will make payments, each single payment is 
made by exactly 1 insurance company.

* Denotes key fields
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A few notes on how this connects to the QlikView data model 

Data Associations – Reference Manual – p381/382
The tables defined in the QlikView script are called logical tables*. QlikView makes associations between the tables based 
on the field names, and performs the joins when a selection is made, for example selecting a field value in a list box.

This means that a QlikView association is almost the same thing as a QlikView join. The only difference is that the join is 
performed when the script is executed - the logical table is usually the result of the join. 

The association is made after the logical table is created - associations are always made between the logical tables.

*Logical tables are just the tables stored in QV, whereas physical tables are the original data. 

• An example scenario - A has no records. 

• This means that it is possible to have no records in a table, as they are associated by fieldname. This is connects to the idea 
that an entity can have at least  a ‘zero’ relationship to another entity.   

• An example scenario - B must always have more records than A. 

• This principle will stand if B has a many to one (or zero) relationship to A , but the minimum number of times an instance 
in B can be associated with instances in A must be at least one. 

A B


